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PREFACE 

This report is one in a CNSS senes that surveys the development of nuclear weapons 
over the past forty-five years. The unifying themes throughout the series are the technical 
advances and failures associated with new weapon systems, and the creation of the 

stockpile. 
Authors, titles, and report numbers are listed below. 

William G. Davey, Free-Fall Nuclear Bombs in the US. Stockpile (U), LA-11397 

William G. Davey, Nuclear Tests Related to Stockpiled Weapons Development (U). 

LA-11402 

Lawrence S. Germain, A Brief History of the First Efforts of the Livermore Small- 

Weapons Program (U), LA-11404 

Lawrence S. Germain, The Evolution of US. Nuclear Weapons Design: Trinity to King 

(U). LA-11403 

Lawrence S. Germain, A Review of the Development of Los Alamos Gnats and Tsetses 

before the 1958 Test Moratorium (U), LA-11749 

Raymond Pollock, The Evolution of the Early Thermonuclear Stockpile (U). LA-11748 

Raymond Pollock. A Short History of the US. Nuclear Stockpile 1945-1985 (U), LA- 

11401 

(All reports are classified Secret Restricted Data) 
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THE EVOLUTION OF U.S. NUCLEAR WEAPONS DESIGN: 
TRINITY TO KING (U) 

Lawrence S. Germain 

ABSTRACT (U) 

nuclear weapons ucsign. -n- •» ° , . 
weapons development by examining the finished product: designs - 
that were deemed worthv of nuclear testing and systems that were 
placed in stockpile. The paper, therefore, alternates between dis- 
cussions of advancement in nuclear weapons technology as seen in 
nuclear tests and discussions of the growth in numbers and kinds of 

explosives in stockpile. 

iKTrunniirTION a system is decreased when the surface-to- 
INTRODCC11UI> volume rati0 is decreased. The geometry 

In the fission process, a neutron is captured with the minimum surface to volume t? 

by the nucleus of a fissile material, causing sphere.J-"TTHe'' oy me nuticua -- — « 
the nucleus to split into two approximately ^ 

equal fragments and in the process releas¬ 
ing considerable energy and more neutrons. 

These neutrons may meet several fates: cap¬ 

ture by a nonfissile nucleus, capture by a fis¬ 

sile nucleus that does not produce a fission, 

or escape from the fissile material. Or the 

neutrons may produce another fission. If on 

the average one neutron produced by a fis¬ 

sion produces a second fission, a continuing 

chain of fissions (a chain reaction) and a con¬ 

tinuing release of energy will occur. If on the 

average more than one neutron from a fission 

produces fissions in turn, conditions exist for 

a rapid growth of the fission process and an 

explosive release of energy. 
^To achieve a nuclear explosion, neutron 

losses must be minimized so that more than 

one neutron from a fission will produce fis¬ 

sions. Escape from the fissile material is the 

most easily controlled neutron loss because it 

is just a matter of geometry. Leakage from 

surface-to-volume ratio also decreaseFas the 

size of the system is increased. This leads 

to the concept of a critical size (or critical 

mass), where the neutron losses are reduced 

to a point at which a chain reaction can be 

maintained.^ 
'A nuclear explosion will occur when a su¬ 

percritical mass of fissile material is rapidly 

created. The simplest concept is to assemble 

two subcritical masses into a single super¬ 

critical mass. This is the concept of the gun- 
assembled weapon. Another concept is to 

suddenly reduce the critical mass of the sys¬ 

tem by suddenly reducing the leakage of neu¬ 

trons from the system. There are two ways 

to do this: reflection and compression, and 

both are used in implosion weapons. In the 

first method, a material (a reflector) is placed 

around the fissile material to scatter some of 

the escaping neutrons back into the fissile 

material. Compression, the second method. 

7 
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decreases the size of a sphere of fissile ma¬ 

terial; therefore, the atoms are packed closer 

together, and the fissile material looks bigger 

to the neutron because it is more probable 

that the neutron will suffer a collision before 

reaching the surface. The gains from com¬ 

pression can be accurately stated: if the en¬ 

tire system is compressed, the critical mass is 

reduced by the inverse square of the compres¬ 

sion. For example, if a uniform compression 

of two were achieved, the critical mass would 

be reduced by a factor of 4J 
rjFrom 1945 through 1952, implosion sys¬ 

tems were designed to do one or more of the 

following: rapidly compress fissile materials, 

rapidly assemble fissile materials, and rapidly 

assemble the reflector onto the fissile mate¬ 

rial. The energy to accomplish these pro¬ 

cesses came from high explosive (HE), which 
has the desirable property of high energy per 

unit volume and the even more important ca- rcity to release energy rapidly. __ 
The implosion process started with the 

simultaneous firing of several detonators. 

These detonators lit HE lenses, producing a 

spherically converging detonation front that, 

in turn, lit an inner HE charge. (The HE 
charge was a spherical shell.) The pressure 

pulse from the HE pushed on inner spherical 

shells of metal, and the spherically converg¬ 
ing shock wave finally converged on a central 

ball containing fissile material.7 
pfhe vital step is to convert chemical en¬ 

ergy of the HE into compressional energy of 

the fissile material; therefore, the efficiency 

with which the HE delivers energy into the 

central components of the system is critical. 

This energy is delivered by means of the 

high-pressure gases produced by the HE det¬ 

onation pushing on the inner shells of metal. 

Two factors affecting the energy delivery to 

the metal shells are how rapidly the pressure 

pulse decays with time and how far the HE 

pushes the metal shells. The pressure pulse 

can be maintained for longer times by hav¬ 

ing a relatively thick layer of HE. How far 

the HE can push the metal shells will depend 

on the details of the design, but designs that 

can maximize this distance will be more ef¬ 

ficient. 

An implosion system necessarily performs 

very quickly. In the systems tested from 1945 

through 1952, supercriticality was reached 

before the spherically converging shock wave 

reached the center of the device. In principle, 

a stray neutron could trigger a nuclear explo¬ 

sion at any time after achieving supercriti¬ 

cality, but the probability of this occurring is 

low because of the short time scale and the 

relatively rare appearance of a stray neutron. 

However, to ensure a nuclear explosion, neu¬ 

trons must be present to initiate the reaction, 

and they must be present at the right time. 

Accordingly, supplying a neutron source was 

essential. In most cases, this source was lo¬ 

cated in the center of the system and activated 

by the shock reaching the center. 

TRINITY 

Thi 

1945 

i&Tr rinitv test was carried out on July 16, 

JO) 

_The terms tamper and pusher describe quite 

well the role that these components plav 

jn the implosion design. I _ _ ' 

Kb) 

JJL 
fl 
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"a blasi.ngTharP^to^^ *° fiU UP abov7 

charge more effective i Th^ ^ make ,he 
heavy tamper was to n ^ purpose of 'he 

‘he system together 'nenia 10 ho,d 
wh«le the nuclear reaction maX,mum ,ime 
producing a max.mum ySd^6^' ,hus 
'em disassembled and h ' before the sys- 
important aspect of n ?Came subcritical. An 

race be,w«r„JI “Pl“i<>nS iS "* 
disassembly thai resuirsCfgy £roducl,on and 

^«ssa,,o„ of energy p'"JucuZ^ “d 

■S^rT*** S'** I 

January 2, J99J 

flf-Z ^%‘2Vc°TmrVmP of 
*’0Olb.^ull'^™«-a„dweiglled 
combat occurred in h ar exP^OS]on in 

»aen,es,edifwda "a„deV,Ce'ta'ta‘i "ever 

'wo sadeniicaj massef wemL^'h1"' Wherc 
by means of propellant m r 5 ght t0?e'her 
cal mass without comn 0rm 2 suPercriti- 

^ four polomuSvZ?' was 
called Squab. /- n<-‘rrn .^ 

Pe>j£ 

J’C 3] 

Do£ 

«3 ) 

HIROSHIMA 

Chronologically, ,he firs, nuc|ear ^ 

CROSSROADS 

shots shed no'^L'hght°oPnrati0,n Crossroads 
‘hey were a major effor,Th'?P °S'0n desi£n’ 
able weapons effects infoJ! g3VC consider- 
shot. Able (July ,, ,94^ at'°n- ^ ^st 
detonated 520 ft ah ’ Was an a*r-drop 
Jhddropm“d1be^,Bik'""ago„„P 
700 yd. The second u d target b.v about 

'’d6). was ££££***” «D- 23. 

°f "» Bikini lagoon Th' u„? ' SUrfa“ 
Proved so destructive thi, U"denva'er shot 
at a greater underwater d 2 l!^ de‘ona,i°n 
by President Harri s Tr„ P'h ^ ca"<*'ed 
7. 1946. ^ s- Truman on September 

SANDSTONE 

f><? £ 

."me basts for Snuii (UI J*1* P ^ °n a nn° - 
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on 200-ft towers; all used the Urchin initiator. 

The first of these was X-Ray, detonated 

April IS. 1948. on the island of Eniebi.f 

D <0* 
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mosl important. Los AIa'mPs~j 
these desipn im amos had achieved J 
nese destgn improvements without the aid of 

concep, of developing'£e,£L'fnicit* 
proving ground. _ nuclear 

STOCKPILE 1945-1950 

he numoer of delivery vehicle, ,&}-- 
aval able is akn in.^ • nicies mat were 

At this point i, u t„.„ ■ 10 cjy ,ht mkT H"r“SK mod«'<* 

«', or .: srusfs r^ r- 
moanWMP°,o dUr"’-t "* PCno^X' J "dlT 27 "“C^capaJe ““ "S; 
1950. During 1945 icma ^ . ‘ 0 ,^Ld bv December 31. 1945 only ~>3 3 FCraf 

"“uunaj stoc 

l950aDu*“r|n4dU;!M6.'aL'Tw ^ “ 

ston system that had been tested, The'Zm" 

2 "'“PO™ i" 1945 9 in 1946, and 13 in 1947 c.^l. •, J* y 
are usually quoled as of ^ ^pde 

June 30 1947 ^ on 
A is not clear J~ ^ '"eanm,r °f2 1945 

J)o t 

k>0^ 

-j - — more probab 
^December 31, 1945. 

sembly dmectly'ms^the HE*iJeme‘a' 3$‘ nudear-caPabieB-29s h^climb d"™^ ° 

*as- ^ ~ is 
- l8 nJ:_mhad r,sen »o 50: 38 B-29s. 

,^l°LMarch-'• '948, the 

J 

Pfl £ 

Pp£ 

M3) 

P<9£ 

3) 

D(7Er 

b(5) 
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TtSsirihTS^f 1949. .he stockpile 

l.ood a. 170 weapons of 4.185 k. comula- 

tive vield. f- 

*iCi) 

-7X131949 was critical because on 
. ->3 1949. President Truman an 

SeP'«d » m; nation tha, the Sovte, Unton 
nounced to , h The test was 
had detonated an atom.c bomb The test ^ 

actually conducted on ugus nudear. 

B-36s. 

-;- i Tosn we had 225 nuclear- 

°h eanSafr 95 B 29s 96 B-50s. and 

CiPR 36s Asf of July 1, 1950. there were 
264 nuclear-capable aircraft, breakdown un- 

known. 

ranger 

Following Sandstone in 1948. no further 

tests occurred until 1951. when a senes of 

five tests was conducted in 11 days during 
j pphruarv in Operation Ranger January and February in 

at the Nevada Proving Ground NP),- 

renamed-^heJ^H^iilJ 

b(.l) 

g^se otlhTS time avaUibi^ thelT 

Tes« could not be conducted overseas^ A 

portion of the Las Vegas Bombing an u 
nery Range northwest of Las Vegas, eva . 
wa7 selected for the tests. Yields had to be 

kept small because of possible hazards to sun 

rounding communities. From 
„—#*nt of Operation Ranger, until its co 

i 
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pletion two months later, the total operational 

:ost was about $83.5 million. 

] TA11 shots were air dropped over 

Frenchman Rat and detonated slightly 

than 1.QQ0 ft above the ground to minimi 

fallout J \ 

1 overf 

more 

limizel 

The second test. Ranger B-l, was fired the 

next day. January 28, 1951.fi 

f- 

p0£ 

D °t 

b(^ 

P*e 

I I 

I 

Poe 

M3) 

The first test. Ranger A, was fired Januaryj j 

27, 195lj 

I 
I 

)0 £ 
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'Dog was fired on a 300-ft 

U6E: 

b(!>) 

tower on April 8, 1951, on Eniebi Island. 

j)o £ 

The second shot of the Greenhouse series 
was Easy, detonated on April 21. 1951. on, 

| Runit Island) 

dot 

b(V) 

| 
I 

| 

[ — — IThe relaTive ease 

and speed orexecution of the Ranger series 

suggested that a permanent^ proving ground 

be established in Nevada. 

GREENHOUSE 

Action shifted to Eniwetok where Opera¬ 

tion Greenhouse took place in April and May 

of 195 lf~ 

! dot 
fc(3) 



D 

hDo£ 

Ml,) 

Mn going from Easy to Item, two steps 

had been taken. An all-orallov core had 
been used rather than a composite. More 

important, the first attempt at boosting with , 

DT gas had been very successful.! 

JL„ 
I 

P Of 

The next test tn sequence was George, det-1 

x- onated on Eleleron Island on May 9, 1951.) 

pot. 

><?>) 

Doe 

b(y) 

BUSTER-JANGLE 

The Buster-Jangle series was conducted 

at the NPG from October 22 to Novem¬ 

ber 29. 1951. The Buster pan of the se¬ 

ries consisted of five shots that were pre¬ 

dominantly weapons development, whereas 

the Jangle pan of the series consisted of 

two weapons-effects shots that were primar¬ 

ily concerned with the effects of surface and 
The final event of the Greenhouse series underground nuclear explosions. In Novem- 

was Item, detonated on En jebi Island on May ber 1950, the Atomic Energy Commission 

25. 1951,^ (AEC) notified the Department of Defense 

(DoD) that plans were under way to con¬ 

duct nuclear weapons development tests to be 

called Operation Buster in the fall of 1951 at 

the NPG. On February 12, 1951. the Armed 

_ Forces Special Weapons Project (AFSWP) 

15 
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Po J5 

outlined military participation in the Buster 

tests to the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS). On 

March 8. 1951. AFSWP asked the Army. 

Navy, and Air Force to submit proposals for 

projects to be conducted during the Buster 

Operation. 
Studies of the underwater detonation in op¬ 

eration Crossroads had led to questions con¬ 

cerning the effects and possible military value 

of an underground nuclear detonation. Dur¬ 

ing 1950. the AEC and DoD looked for a suit¬ 

able test site for an underground and a surface 

detonation that had been named Operation 

Jangle. They eventually selected Amchitka 

Island in the Aleutian Islands for the tests 

that were to be called Operation Windstorm 

and were to be conducted between Septem¬ 

ber 15 and November 15. 1951. The JCS ap¬ 
proved the site in late September 1950. and 

President Truman endorsed the plans for Op¬ 

eration Windstorm on November 30. 1950. 

After receiving proposals for projects from 

the services, the Research and Development 
Board recommended that the tests be con¬ 

ducted within the continental United States. 

On March 28, 1951, representatives of AF¬ 

SWP, AEC, and JCS met and agreed that 

the tests should be conducted at the NPG. 
The two nuclear events were subsequently 

renamed Operation Jangle. Because Buster 

and Jangle were then both scheduled for the 

fall of 1951 at NPG, AFSWP recommended 
that the two series be combined and called 
Operation Buster-Jangle. This recommenda¬ 

tion was approved by the AEC on June 19, 

1951. 
Troop exercises were conducted in connec¬ 

tion with the Dog, Sugar, and Uncle shots of 

Buster-Jangle 

P 0(2. 

bn) 

\)Of~ 

bC'?) 

^jBaker 

bO) 

The first of the Buster-Jangle tests 

AbleJ 

was_|."[ 

and the two succeeding shots were dropped 

from a B-50 aircraft 19.000 ft above the 

ground into Area 7 of NPG and detonated 

at slightly over 1.000 ft above the ground. 

The next test was Charlie! 

_' | DOt 

K5) 
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PoE 

Hi) 

i 
The next test was 

The Easy shot was dropped from a B- 

45 aircraft 24.000 ft above the ground into 
Area 7 of NPG and detonated about 1^300 fti 

abovethe jyound. | _ 

V t £ 

k(>) 

Do£ 
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The: 
high level of test activity continued into 1952 
with 2 test senes and 10 tests. 

STOCKPILE 1951 

(A 

_ lAt thisjime, 
'the Navy had 10 Lockheed P2V-3C Neptune 

Patrol bombers and 6 North American AJ- 

1 Savage attack bombers to deliver nuclear 

weapons. Both were modified to carry the 
Mk-8. In addition, the AJ-I could carry the 
Mk-4 and subsequent bombs.__ 

^Confidence was returning in plutonium 
production because new reactors had gone on 
line at Hanford in 1949 and 1950. 

The Russians detonated two nuclear tests 
in October 1951. • 

TUMBLER-SNAPPER 

By August 1951. the AEC felt that it would 
probably conduct one or more tests during 
the spring of 1952, and the AFSWP so ad¬ 

vised the services. In October 1951, the ser¬ 

vices recommended projects to be included in 
these tests. At about the same time, the AEC 

formally advised the DoD that it intended to 

conduct a nuclear-weapons testing series at 
the NPG beginning on May 1, 1952. On De¬ 

cember 14, 1951, AFSWP recommended to 

the JCS that a series of tests be conducted, 

primarily to measure overpressure resulting 
from airbursts. On January 10, 1952, the 

JCS approved that recommendation. These 
tests were to be made before May 1, 1952, 
the beginning date for the AEC tests. 

The Tumbler-Snapper series of eight tests 
was conducted at the NPG from April 1 to 

June 5, 1952. The Tumbler phase, of pri¬ 

mary interest to the DoD, consisted of four 

weapons-effects shots: Able (TS-1), Baker 
(TS-2), Charlie (TS-3), and Dog (TS-4). 

__.___ 1 Shots Char- 
lie and Dog were also pan of the Snapper 

phase in that they employed experimental de¬ 

vices. Troop maneuvers were conducted in 

association with shots Charlie and Dog. The 

18 
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Do £ 

m) 

Db £. 

h (3* 

Both were air 

drops from B-50 aircraft about 18,000 ft 

above the ground; TS-1 was detonated about 

800 ft above the ground in Area 5 (French¬ 

man Lake) and TS-2 about 1,100 ft above the 

ground in Area 7 of NPG. The bomb missed 

the target bv 43 m in Able and bv 50 m in 

Baker/ 

\ 
jJTS-l was detonated 

over a hard dry surface while TS-2 was deto¬ 

nated over a rough dusty surface. The effects 

were only slightly different. 
Shot TS-3 was an air drop from a B-50 

aircraft about 28,000 ft above the ground and 

detonated about 3,400 ft above the ground 

over a rough, dusty surface in Area 7 of NPG 

on April 22, 1952. The bomb was off target 

Jjy 45 mj*~ ” 
'I 

p b t£ 

Po £ 

£ 
bi^ 

Po & 

Shot TS-3 was open on a limited scale to 

the news media. They witnessed the detona¬ 

tion from News Nob, more than 15 km south 

of Ground Zero/ I 

Shot TS-4,j 

was air dropped on May 1, 1952, from a B-45 

aircraft about 19,000 ft above the ground and 

detonated about 1,000 ft above the ground 

in Area 7. The bomb was 14 m off target. 

t(^) 
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b<S, 

H 
The AEC canceled a ninth detonation, a 

tower shot that had been scheduled to follow 
TS-8 by about one week, because the first 
eight tests had yielded sufficient data. 

IVY 

Operation Ivy at Eniwetok consisted of 
only two tests, but they were significant ones. 
The Ivy tests can be viewed as a U.S. re¬ 
sponse to the Russian detonation of a nuclear 
explosion. Mike, on November 1, 1952, was 
the first two-stage thermonuclear explosion 
detonated by the United States.1 

Do £ 

* /Needless to say, it was asurface 
shot and was fired on the island of Eluklab. 
As a result of this shot, the island became the 

Mike Craterj 

U 

Drt 

H3) 

t>e£ 
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p9(~ 

Tn spite of the non-unique nature of the 

stockpile description, a total yield of 49.951 

kt with an average yield of about 60 kt 

has been quoted in the DOE stockpile tab- 

ulation. I 

~The lightest weighr that can be touna 

quoted for these systems either as a bomb 

or warhead are, 8,170 lb for the Mk-6, 2.405 

lb for the Mk-5, 887 lb for the Mk-7. and 

only 650 lb for the Mk-12, which had not en¬ 
tered the stockpile. Nonetheless, a threshold 

had been crossed in 1952 with the availabil¬ 

ity of lighter-weight systems, thereby broad¬ 

ening the spectrum of possible delivery vehi¬ 

cles _ 

Do £ 
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b()J ^—fhcT^rilish detonated their first nuclear ex- 
plos.cn on October 3. 1952. on Monte Bello 
Island off the northwest coast of Australia. 

SUMMARY 

Development of implosion systems can be 

visualized by a genealogy chart (Fig. >• 
Shows the progression from one test to ^ 
other with the mam changes mdteatei Eac 
..... is designated by a circle with letters 

Brisks 
th a f thp an-ow. The numerical sequence 
,’s keyed to the time sequence of the tests. A 
number of tests werpducat.onaUDdiecog 

nized as dead end*|___. _ 

in Operation Sandstone. Yields in the above 
test sequence progressed from 82.9 to 46.7 to 

31.4 to 12.0 kt.{ 

pb 

bO) [ 
vances^fter the first changes had been made 

Figure 2 shows the growth of stockpile 
numbers during the period 1945 to *195-. 
omitting the small number of-gun-assembled 
weapons not easily displayed on the graph. I 
also shows the contribution of the individual 
HE systems to the total stockpile. Straight 
lines were drawn between year-end points. 
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